
Gnimmel: The Gniarb Simulation

a. Background
As you may remember from Assignment 1, gnimlets and gnimlettes* get, as small children, computer-
enhanced instruction that allows them to learn how to coordinate their many independent brains.
Here’s now their nervous systems are organized. At the lowest level ganglia† receive information from
from sensory modalities and direct motor functions. Unlike human brains, however, ganglia ar not
coordinated by a central executive, but by observing the effects that other ganglia have on the
environment. The neural patterning within ganglia that enables this coordination is developed by
gnimlings playing carefully constructed computer games, and watching carefully contructed
computer simulations.

This early learning collects ganglia into natural groups which vary from context to context, with
ganglia grouped because they affect independent parts of the gnimling’s environment. Just as contexts
nest with contexts, so too groups of ganglia nest within higher level groups. In the easiest case context
nesting defines a tree, as does group nesting, as shown in Figure 1, where one to four ganglia form
each group (medium-sized circle), and the four groups form a meta-group (the large circle). Nesting
can continue indefinitely, of course.

Figure 1

No doubt you have noticed the resemblance to a solar system, with planets orbiting a sun, and
moons orbiting the planets. The simplest instance of gniarb is, in fact, just such a solar system, which
allows gnimling ganglia to condition themselves to a visual representation of recurive grouping.

b. Introduction to Gniarb
In Gniarb gnimlings play with an interactive, animated simulation of a solar system, adding and
subtracting groups or ganglia. Here’s what it looks like to human eyes. The user adds or removes
planets, assigns them to groups, and moves them between groups. Files containing planet
configurations can be read, and the current planet configuration can be saved. There are two views of
the current planet configuration: a static view, which uses static grouping cues to make it immediately

* Collectively called ‘gnimlings’.
† Collections of neurons connected together, which can also be considered as ‘brain atoms’ or, if you

like ‘atomic brains’.
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obvious to the user how the planets are grouped, and a dynamic view, which uses motion cues to
further enhance the perceived grouping. Scaling is a very important property for perceptual systems
to have, so maintenance of perceived grouping under size changes is very important. When gnimlings
use these simulations they resize frequently to help train their ganglia so that intended groupings are
perceived, and not accidental ones.

Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of a typical static view. Figure 3 shows a schematic
illustration of a typical dynamic view, with the arrows showing the motion that each planet/satellite is
performing. Both figures show the same sub-system.

Figure 2

An important interactive capability of both views is the ability to click in two ways on any node in a
view. One type of click makes the node clicked on the root of a new view ; the other type of click
makes the parent of that node the root of a new view. Both views are updated so that they are always
both showing exactly the same sub-system. This view adjustment is thought to be extremely
important in the gnimling learning process, providing the opportunity for ganglia to learn
thoroughly the concept of recursion.
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Figure 3
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